Abstract
NEE calculated by taking into account all terms (NEE acmb ), i.e. turbulent ex- cycle (Baldocchi, 2014) .
39
A widely used method to quantify the net exchange of CO 2 (NEE) between 40 ecosystems and the atmosphere is the eddy covariance (EC) technique, which 41 operates at the appropriate spatial scale of the ecosystem and covers temporal 42 scales from hours to decades (Baldocchi, 2003) . These characteristics make the
43
EC method an invaluable tool for studying the long-term gas exchange processes 44 and to determine if an ecosystem acts as a sink or a source of CO 2 and how 45 this role could be modified by climate change. Nevertheless, the EC method 46 is prone to some critical issues (Aubinet, 2008) , which must be taken into ac-47 count, primarily when the aim of the study is to determine the net amount of 48 carbon that is sequestered or emitted by an ecosystem during a given timespan.
49
The EC method assesses the source/sink term of the CO 2 conservation equation
50
assuming that it can be inferred from the vertical turbulent exchange and the 51 change in the storage term, thereby considering the remaining components, i.e. based on the early evening maximum in NEE and independent variables, such as 82 air and soil temperature, which is then used to estimate nighttime respiration. 
184
In order to obtain independent measures of ecosystem respiration, four au- as:
where, u is the along transect mean wind component, z represents the measure- 
where,
250
[c] = 1 h
Finally the storage term (F c ) for EC-2 was computed as follows:
where ∂c ∂t represents the time rate of change of CO 2 mixing ratio. 
418
Though each of the methods tested generated a different quantity of gaps related 
Discussion

424
Quantification of advection in a short-statured canopy with a 2D approach
425
The study reports on the first attempt of quantifying advection of CO 2 in a 426 short-statured canopy ecosystem, an unmanaged grassland of the Italian Alps.
427
Grassland canopies are often assumed to be less affected by advection due to the annual NEE by 1-70% depending on the method used ( however the small differences between measurements in the first and the second 461 locations (Fig. 4, Fig. A.1 
479
(2015) also concluded that it is not possible to test whether the LI-8100 night-480 time measurements are overestimated or not. In the present study we showed 481 that chamber measurements at our site agreed with EC-NEE when the latter is 482 corrected using the R max approach or the quantification of the ACMB. (Figs. 4, 6 ).
509
Impacts on annual estimates
510
We also tested our approach in years different from the experimental one 511 and evaluated the contribution of directly accounting for advection on the un-512 certainty of the yearly CO 2 budget. R max and NEE F mod gave similar results in 513 terms of seasonal and annual sums, and consequently R max could be considered 514 a good indirect method for accounting of advection at our site. Nevertheless,
515
differences between R max and NEE F mod were found when looking at the sea-516 sonal course of nighttime fluxes (Fig. 7) . Indeed, NEE F mod , being based on in a lower representativeness of the temporal variation of the fluxes (Fig. 8) .
524
On the yearly time span, our results showed that the use of NEE u * led to a non 525 significant (< 1%) change in uncorrected NEE, conversely, NEE σ w , NEE 
588
FLUXNET2015 derived uncertainty 589
The additional 
